
 

 
Forest Planet City 

 

  
 

Earthstar fungus in Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland - photo taken 12.9.2020. 
 

.. labour is the father of material wealth, the earth is its mother .. 
all simultaneously existing societies taken together, are not the owners of the earth. They 

are simply its possessors, its beneficiaries, and have to bequeath it in an improved state to 

succeeding generations, as boni patres familias / good heads of the household .. 
Quotes from Capital by Karl Marx & Frederick Engels, published 1867-1894. 

 

Now, in 2020, we are bequeathing, to succeeding generations, the Earth, including 

Boggart Hole Clough, in a state of increasingly dire degradation. This paper will discuss 

restoring biodiversity health, healing Humanity’s relationship with Nature.  
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.. squandering of the life and health of the worker 

.. squandering of the powers of the earth .. 
 

The contradictory and antithetical character of the capitalist mode of production leads it to count 

the squandering of the life and health of the worker, and the depression of his conditions of 

existence, as itself an economy in the use of constant capital, and hence a means for raising the 

rate of profit .. instead of a conscious and rational treatment of the land as permanent communal 

property, as the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the chain of human 

generations, we have the exploitation and the squandering of the powers of the earth ..  

Quotes from Capital, volume 3, by Marx & Engels, published 1894.  
 

Capitalism’s squandering continues unabated, globally & locally. 
 

The Angel Hill War Memorial at Boggart Hole 

Clough (25.10.2016 photo, top right), inscribed 

with the names of 320 local people killed in two 

world wars, testifies to the squandering of lives as 

cannon fodder in imperialist wars. We advocate 

ending militarism, nationalism & wars. 
 

And we advocate ending the squandering of the 

powers of the earth - besides the Earth’s people, its 

forests are the most blatantly squandered.  
 

The Ancient Woodlands of Boggart Hole Clough & 

adjacent Bailey’s Wood, rare remnants from the 

squandering of the original forest which once 

covered most of the British Isles, are likewise 

squandered, e.g. invasive non-native plant species 

have been allowed to over-run large areas of the 

Clough squandering its biodiversity health, and 

three acres of Bailey’s Wood were recently 

squandered, chain-sawed down four years ago 

(22.10.2016 photo, bottom right, shows partial view 

of this area).  
 

In response to this fatal squandering, we advocate 

employment of properly paid & trained biodiversity 

health care workers / nature conservationists / 

ecological engineers, to restore these woodlands, to 

restore biodiversity health / socio-ecological well-

being, to work for the welfare of people & wildlife, 

including by reforesting the Higher Mersey Basin / 

Greater Manchester, as part of global reforestation, 

creating Forest Planet City.   
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.. the human metabolism with nature 

.. dominated by .. a blind power .. 
 

 
 

Capital shows itself more and more to be .. an alienated social power which has gained an autonomous 

position and confronts society as a thing .. Freedom .. can consist only in this, that socialized man, the 

associated producers, govern the human metabolism with nature in a rational way, bringing it under 

their collective control instead of being dominated by it as a blind power .. 

Quotes from Capital, volume 3, by Marx & Engels, 1894. 
 

In the 1960s the top reach of the Clough was turned into a landfill site - the Brook was culverted (put 

into a pipe) & buried under 60 feet of domestic & industrial waste overlain with rubble & soil. The 

12.9.2020 photo above shows the Brook emerging from this filth-choked pipe. 
 

This scene exemplifies the blind power of capitalism in Boggart Hole Clough, besides the examples on 

page 2 above & page 3 below. 
 

We propose this landfill rubbish dump is removed & industrially recycled, the pipe removed & the Brook 

allowed to flow again in the open air, the Brook’s banks & the wider upper reach of the Clough restored 

to its original shape & left to regenerate itself from old seeds remaining in the soil. Only if this natural 

regeneration fails to occur, because the seeds have rotted, should natural woodland flora of local 

provenance be planted / sown to help restore the biodiversity health of this Clough Top area. 
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Rivers & streams culverted, floodplains & woodland destroyed, 

remaining woodland fragmented 
.. the entire spirit of capitalist production, which is oriented towards the most immediate monetary profit - stands 

in contradiction to agriculture, which has to concern itself with the whole gamut of permanent conditions of life 

required by the chain of human generations. A striking example of this is provided by forests .. 

Quote from Capital, volume 3, by Marx & Engels, 1894. 
 

Capitalism’s blind power continually deepens its squandering of the 

powers of the earth (see also pages 2 & 3 above) by e.g. canalizing, 

culverting & polluting rivers & streams, building factories, houses, roads 

& railways on river floodplains, destroying these biodiverse-rich 

ecotones between water & dry land, clogging up & disabling these 

essential life-giving wooded riparian arteries, creating an increasingly 

broken, degraded, fragmented, ruined, trashed, unhealthy landscape.  
 

The historical treatment of Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland & 

Brook exemplifies this situation. 
 

Emerging from a pipe (see page 3 above), the Brook soon becomes 

canalized (straightened out with floodplains removed) for a half-mile to 

run alongside the tarmacked Main Avenue through the Clough. Then the 

Brook enters another pipe (1st photo on right, taken 19.3.2016) which 

takes it under the embankment of Rochdale Road which severs the 

Woodland. The Brook emerges from this pipe in Woodland on the other 

side of Rochdale Road (2nd photo on right, taken 19.3.2016). 
 

Rochdale Road here should become an eco-bridge with space opened up 

beneath the Road enabling the Brook’s banks to be restored & allow 

people & wildlife to pass through thus reconnecting this severed / 

fragmented Woodland (eco-bridges discussed in following pages). 
 

A quarter-mile further downstream the Brook then enters yet another pipe 

taking it under Lion Street (3rd photo on right, taken 19.9.2020) from 

where the Brook flows underground for a quarter-mile under a housing 

estate built as recently as 2003.  
 

The Brook eventually emerges 125 yards from its confluence with the 

River Irk. Looking across the Irk from there (4th photo on right, taken 

8.10.2020) shows work in progress levelling up the ground to build yet 

more houses, ignoring yet again the opportunity to start de-canalizing the 

Irk & restoring its floodplains. 
 

So, two quarter-mile stretches of the Brook have been lost underground 

in pipes: the Brook’s highest reach under a rubbish dump (see page 3) & 

its lowest reach under a housing estate.            
 

As a whole, the Boggart Hole Brook Basin’s Woodland has been severed 

/ fragmented into three pieces: Bailey’s Wood, the Clough & the 

Woodland between Rochdale Road & Lion Street. These three pieces are 

the sole remnants of Woodland which once covered the whole Basin, so 

approximately 75% of the original Woodland has been lost. 
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Continuing its .. blind .. squandering of the powers of the earth 

(see pages 2, 3, 4 above), capitalism relatively recently built two structures showing 

wanton disregard for rivers in Greater Manchester.  
 

1st photo on right (taken 5.9.2020) shows the M60 Manchester orbital motorway 

bridge over the River Irk (into which Boggart Hole Brook flows, see page 4), at 

Heaton / Rhodes which was built in 2000 extremely low over the water & footpath 

with barely enough headroom to walk under it. 
 

2nd photo on right (taken 14.9.2020) shows the A6 road bridge purposed as the 

tunnel exit out of which the River Mersey flows after nearly a half-mile 

underground beneath Stockport Shopping Centre built in 1965. 
 

In contrast to this contempt / disdain for rivers are two examples below of bridges 

in Greater Manchester which respect the rivers / waterways they traverse & which 

may therefore be classed as eco-bridges. 
 

Eco-bridges interweaving the natural & built environments, 
liberating rivers & streams, restoring floodplains, re-uniting woodlands 

.. govern the human metabolism with nature in a rational way .. (see page 3 above). 
 

1st photo on left (taken 14.9.2020) shows Stockport railway viaduct, built 

1840, just a quarter-mile downstream from tunnel entrance shown in 2nd 

photo on right above. This still well-used, 22-arch bridge enables trains 

to cross the valley of the upper reach of the Mersey & also thereby serves 

to potentially allow riparian biodiversity to flourish on both its banks. 
 

2nd photo on left (taken 1.9.2020) shows the M60 Manchester orbital 

motorway high-level bridge at Barton over the Manchester Ship Canal / 

River Irwell, built 1960. Built high to allow ships to pass beneath, it also 

thereby serves to potentially allow riparian biodiversity to flourish on 

both its banks. 
 

Eco-bridges to fulfil their purpose of allowing biodiversity to flourish in 

riparian (including canal) arteries must be high-level bridges, ideally tall 

enough for trees to grow under & wide enough for restoration of 

floodplains & reintegration of woodlands e.g. a quarter mile both sides of 

waterways. Such eco-bridges would effectively liberate these waterways  

& restore riparian biodiversity health. 
 

Materials for constructing eco-bridges should likewise be as 

environmentally-friendly as possible - instead of concrete & steel, using 

perhaps e.g. plant-based materials such as bamboo, cork, hempcrete, 

cross-laminated timber & composite strengthening of these materials by 

growing mycelium fungal roots around them. 
 

3rd photo on left shows a living root bridge of the Khasi hill tribe of 

northern India. Scaling up living root bridges may perhaps be the ideal 

solution - cultivating / growing sustainable vegetative eco-bridges ? ! 

Photo courtesy Harvard University, Graduate School of Design, 

Department of Urban Planning and Design (www.gsd.harvard.edu). 
 

Other photos on this & other pages by PFM unless stated otherwise. 
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.. large landed property reduces the agricultural population to an ever decreasing minimum 

and confronts it with an ever growing industrial population crammed together in large towns; 

in this way it produces conditions that provoke an irreparable rift in the interdependent 

process of social metabolism, a metabolism prescribed by the natural laws of life itself ..  
Quote from Capital, volume 3, by Marx & Engels, 1894. 

 

This rift, caused by & irreparable under capitalism, is reparable / repairable under socialism by socializing the 

environment, reintegrating humanity with nature, healing the social metabolism. 
 

The same area - the Higher Mersey Basin including Greater Manchester - is covered by the two maps below. 
 

This map (right), courtesy of the Greater Manchester 

Combined Authority (GMCA), is titled ‘2015 Index of 

Multiple Deprivation’ from their ‘Greater Manchester Spatial 

Framework (GMSF), Revised Draft, January 2019’ document 

which says the map was “produced by the Government, with 

the darkest colours showing the most deprived areas ..”  
 

A green star (inserted by FoBHC) near the centre of the map 

shows Boggart Hole Clough in the midst of this deprivation - 

in effect biodiversity degradation: social deprivation & 

environmental deprivation (lack of green space) combined. 
 

This map illustrates the purpose of Green Belts surrounding 

cities / conurbations, such as Greater Manchester, is to corral / ghettoize the majority of industry & people into 

over-crowded, unhealthy conditions, denying them the health benefits of the natural environment, thereby 

allowing / enabling a privileged minority to enjoy / monopolize the cities’ green fringes & countryside - a minority 

profiting at the expense of the majority.  
 

The map above shows capitalist Greater Manchester, an environmental ulcer, a scab of social deprivation / 

biodiversity degradation. 
 

Green Arteries, not strangulating Green Belts 
Healing the .. rift in the interdependent process of social metabolism .. 

 

We advocate abolishing capitalist wage-slavery & the corralling / ghettoizing of people in densely packed cities 

of biodiversity / socio-ecological degradation / deprivation. 
 

This new map (left), created from the map titled ‘Greater 

Manchester’s river & canal networks’ from the same GMSF 

document mentioned above, covers the same area as the map 

above. 
 

This reworked map now shows a possible socialist Greater 

Manchester with revivifying Green Arteries of natural 

woodland growing through the conurbation replacing the 

strangulating Green Belt around it. These Green Arteries of 

natural woodland should emanate partly from the Ancient 

Woodland of the Boggart Hole Brook Basin outlined in red 

on the map (page 7 shows map enlarged). 
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Growing forest communities 
These measures .. will be pretty generally applicable .. gradual abolition of all the distinction 

between town & country by a more equable distribution of the population over the country .. 
Quote from The Communist Manifesto by Marx & Engels, 1848. 

 
 

 
 

Boggart Hole Clough & adjacent Bailey’s Wood (within red outline on draft concept map above) are Ancient 

Semi-Natural Woodlands, described by Natural England as “irreplaceable” & of “prime ecological & landscape 

importance.” However, ecologists report these woodlands to be in an “unfavourable condition” due partly to 

being fragmented, isolated pockets split apart from neighbouring woodlands by railways & roads (pages 4 & 5). 
 

This can be remedied by constructing eco-bridges enabling the woodlands to be repaired, defragmented / 

reconnected back together again into a contiguous organic whole, allowing them to propagate their trees through 

a Wildway Network of wide Green Arteries alongside Greater Manchester’s waterways - reforestation causing a 

gradual transformation eliminating social deprivation in the Higher Mersey Basin (as the draft concept map 

above illustrates), creating a family of forest communities, neighbourhoods, villages, broadly Manchester Forest 

City conjoining with Liverpool Forest City in the Lower Mersey Basin - Mersey Forest City - helping regenerate 

the Earth as Forest Planet City. 
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Rochdale Road eco-bridge 
re-uniting Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland 

 

 
 

.. a conscious and rational treatment of the land                  

as permanent communal property .. 
 

From Capital by Marx & Engels, 1894 (see page 2 above). 
 

Thanks to Tony Phillips for above 30.10.2020 artist impression. We, the viewers, are beside Boggart 

Hole Clough Brook looking upstream under the eco-bridge towards the woodland beyond. Regarding 

urgent need for this particular eco-bridge, to help restore biodiversity health, see page 4 above.  
 

Your artist impressions are welcome, illustrating / imagining an eco-bridge re-connecting 

Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland, presently split apart by Rochdale Road. 
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Gracefulness has been defined to be the outward 

expression of the inward harmony of the soul 
 

 
 

Mute Swan on Boggart Hole Clough Lake with wooded Island in background. 
Photo taken 7.12.2020. Thanks to photographer, Paul McCrystal. 

 

Free Natural History Walks exploring Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland Park -  
Restoring Biodiversity Health - every Saturday starting 10am outside the Lakeside Café  

with walk around the Lake carrying out our Weekly Waterbirds Survey (FoBHC, 27.7.2020) 
boggartholeclough.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/fobhc_27.7.2020_free_natural_history_walks.pdf 

 

Forest Planet City - ecological egalitarian socialism restoring biodiversity health  
(FoBHC, 15.10.2020-1.1.2021) - unfolding paper of the Friends of Boggart Hole Clough 

boggartholeclough.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/fobhc_15.10.2020-1.1.2021_forest_planet_city_pages-1-9.pdf 
 

William Hazlitt (1778-1830), quoted above photo, author of The Spirit of the Age (1825) 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Hazlitt   www.ucl.ac.uk/hazlitt-society/ 
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